How to get to Sternwarte

Universitätssternwarte Wien
Institut für Astrophysik
Türkenschanzstraße 17
1180 Wien

Please use only the following entrances to the Sternwartepark, all other entrances shown on your map applications are not accessible.

**Entrance (marked yellow)**

This is the main entrance to the Sternwartepark, at the corner Türkenschanzstraße/Sternwartestraße. Use this entrance when you come here by bus 37A or 40A.

**Entrance (marked blue)**

This is a side entrance (where you have to climb stairs), at the corner Türkenschanzstraße/Edmund-Weiβ-Gasse. To open the door please use the grey button (“Türtaster”) on the right side of the entrance door. Use this entrance when you come here by foot from S-Bahn station Gersthof, tram 40 or 41 (both station “Aumannplatz”).